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I’m a heart-centred entrepreneur and was looking for a
community oriented organisation that combines business
with social, community based business ethics. Once I saw
all the charities PartyLite is now supporting and my Upline
told me about the system changes, I thought, WOW!
All these choices make joining PartyLite so easy!

This is my second time with PartyLite… I was initially with

Angela made me feel welcome; we

PartyLite for about 12 years, mainly a Consultant and

connected instantly and I was keen

promoted out as Unit Leader after I achieved the 2007

to join the ‘Region of the Year’ in

Incentive Trip to Tahiti. That was a great experience, being

Australia to work with other happy,

pampered as all the reviews say!

inspired, positive people. Getting

I left PartyLite to pursue running my holistic healing business,
which after a while, I found was harder than I thought –
constantly marketing and blogging to get clients. In 2015 I
went back to full-time work, partly for the social interactions,
keeping my skills up and earning a regular paycheque. In
2017 I have gone back to a previous love – designing clothes,
headpieces and bespoke semi-precious stone jewellery that
takes the healing energy of the stones to the wearer.

back into the PartyLite groove so
easily has made me feel warm and
fuzzy inside – knowing I can help to
make a difference for myself and
for others by offering the business
opportunity, sharing the love
with showcasing such beautiful
products, giving out and receiving free product as gifts and by
enjoying the ambiance of burning candles.

This year I have been doing what makes me happy!

I took my friend Bernie B, to the recent October Roadshow

I came back to PartyLite in September 2017. I spoke to

to show her the products and to share the excitement and

Angela McCoubrie to order some Votives and Tealights and
of course, she said it would be cheaper to get my candles if
I joined up as a Consultant. I thought about it, looked at the
PartyLite website, checked out
the Incentive Trip pics, looked at

atmosphere of a PartyLite event. I love the mystery of winning
prizes, seeing new products, watching others get recognition
and getting caught up in the positive energy of these events.
Excitedly, she was encouraged to #JoinTheParty with the offer
of additional Award Certificates to be achieved – and within a

the catalogue and the different

month, I’ve sponsored my first Consultant! Another WOW!

joining options that are now

It was so easy – no paperwork, doing it all online.

available... I also drew some
Abundance Angel Oracle Cards

I believe PartyLite is ageless and timeless – anyone can

as that’s what I like to consult

become a Consultant at any age and for as long as they want

when making a decision – cards

to be active in the business. The programs that PartyLite have

drawn as shown! It’s amazing…

developed are geared to sustaining a successful business,

The cards are never wrong, and

that’s why it is timeless – it’s a company that has stood the

they gave me my answer clearly!

test of time!

I love the products, the people and friendships I have developed over the years, the laughter and good
times, and how it has got me out of my comfort zone to grow and be the best version of myself.

Shine
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